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the mps language workbench - campagne lab - mps since the early 2000. this book would not have been
possible without them. mps project leaders, in chronological order: sergey dmitriev, igor alshannikov, konstantin solomatov and alexander shatalin. current team members: alexander shatalin, fedor isakov, mihail
muhin, michael vlassiev, václav pech, simon alperovich, daniil the mps language workbench campagnelab - mps represents a new paradigm to programming and information manage-ment. intentional
programming [sim95] and meta programming [dmi04], were conceived to overcome some of the challenges of
traditional language design and development approaches. i ﬁrst came across mps in the fall of 2006 when i
downloaded one of the ﬁrst language workbench user interfaces for data analysis - peerj - 80 mps
language workbench 81 we used version 3.1 of the jetbrains mps language workbench. 82 bdval 83 we
adapted the bdval ant script to make it easier to use bdval with conﬁguration ﬁles automatically 84 generated
from the mps project. this modiﬁed script is distributed with bdval version 1.3+. a concept language for
programmers - metamaya - the mps language workbench as discussed in [2] p.63, the abstract syntax of a
program is a tree of nodes where each node represents a language concept. this terminology is consequently
used in construction of the mps language workbench [3]. in mps the term concept is identified with language
concepts, mbeddr: instantiating a language workbench in the embedded ... - 1.1 language
workbenches and mps the term language workbench was introduced by martin fowler in 2005. in [26] he
characterizes a language workbench as follows (slightly paraphrased): { users can freely de ne languages that
are fully integrated with each other. { the primary source of information is a persistent abstract
representation. language modularization and composition with projectional ... - language
modularization and composition with projectional language workbenches illustrated with mps markus voelter1,
konstantin solomatov2 1 independent/itemis, oetztaler strasse 38, 70327 ... language workbench challenge
2016: the jetbrains meta ... - language workbench challenge (lwc)workshop, using thejetbrains meta
programming system (mps)language workbench. as the main focus of the lwc is on implemen-tation and not
on writing a paper, we used thembeddrdoc-umentation language to describe the solutions to the chal-lenges
posed in the lwc. in this way, the showcasing of extending java and developing dsls with jetbrains mps
open- - 1 extending javatmtm and developing dsls with jetbrains mps open-source language workbench
konstantin solomatov jetbrains lead developer for jetbrains mps project the state of the art in language
workbenches - cwi - abstract. language workbenches are tools that provide high-level mechanisms for the
implementation of (domain-speciﬁc) languages. language workbenches are an active area of research that also
receives many contributions from industry. to compare and discuss existing language workbenches, the annual
language workbench challenge was launched in ... using language workbenches and domain-speciﬁc
languages ... - jetbrains mps mps2 is an open source language work-bench developed by jetbrains over the
last 15 years. while not used as widely as some other language workbenches, it is used to implement
interesting languages for real-world use. its distinguishing feature is its projectional editor, which supports
practically unlimited language extension and com- language and ide modularization, extension and
composition ... - language and ide modularization, extension and composition with mps 5 5. a language
workbench can persist incomplete or contradictory information. note how points 2, 3 and 4 imply projectional
editing. in the meantime, martin fowler, and the community as a whole uses the term language work-bench
also for tools that use (modern) parsing techniques. metar: simple, high-level languages for data
analysis with ... - 74 r language and provide the ability to embed user interfaces into r programs. 75 abstract
syntax tree (ast) 76 an ast is a data structure traditionally used by compilers as a step towards generating
machine code. 77 in the mps language workbench, an ast is a tree data structure, where nodes of the tree are
instances experiences from reengineering and modularizing a legacy ... - the language workbench can
be used immediately for the generator, and any documentation and teaching material can be reused. 2.3
jetbrains mps mps is a language workbench that relies on a projectional editor|both for designing and for using
dsls. such an editor allows users to directly work on the abstract syntax tree of a domain-speci c model ... an
extensible framework for variable-precision data-flow ... - analyses in language workbenches. in this
tool paper we present mps-df, which is the com-ponent in the mps language workbench that supports the de
nition of data-ow analyses for dsls. language devel-opers can de ne data-ow graph builders declaratively as
part of a language de nition and compute analysis results e ciently based on these data-ow ...
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